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"A steamy romance plus a captivating storyline makes this the perfect read for any 50 Shades lover." - Redbook

Magazine

“Tamara has such an engaging voice, sexy, likable heroes and heroines and a wry sense of humor.” - New York Times

bestselling author Beth Kery

“Tamara Lush tells a story of undeniable lust and temptation.” - Buzzed

***

A flirtatious reading of erotica blossoms into something deep and tender in the steamy Florida heat...

Pages turn and sparks fly when Emma, a bookstore owner and writer, meets a mysterious wealthy developer named

Caleb at a literary event in Orlando. Daringly, she shares with him a reading of her erotica. Soon both of them are

feeling the effects ... and Emma's wondering what kind of lover is underneath Caleb's expensive suit. Soon the couple

are spending every available moment together. Can she trust him with her life as she does with her body? Or will the

prickly walls built during her harsh past keep them apart?

And what happens when their idyllic relationship faces the ultimate test?
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This is the story of Emma and Caleb's journey.

Tell Me a Story is a modern-day fairy tale of lust, love and temptation, and also of marriage, memory and destiny.

This book was originally published as a five-part serial (Tell Me a Story, Tell Me a Desire, Tell Me a Lie, Tell Me a

Secret and Tell Me a Truth are all included in this edition).

Also read Tell Me a Fantasy, a standalone companion novella!
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